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Crisis gives Go-Between
fresh take on life

Eight songs for the Go-Betweens co-founder’s eighth
solo album were written and ready to record, but

then came news that stopped Robert Forster and his
family in their tracks.

By ANDREW MCMILLEN
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Singer-songwriter Robert Forster. Picture: Lyndon Mechielsen
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For more than 40 years, Australian singer-songwriter Robert Forster had been

happily keeping pace with the rhythms that coloured the life of a musician.

Eight songs for his eighth solo album were written and ready to record, but then

came news that stopped him in his tracks. A ninth song would emerge eventually,

but not without pain and stress.

“It’s taken almost a year and a half, from when we just started to play the songs at

home, to this moment this week where it’s coming out,” said Forster, the co-founder

of influential Brisbane indie rock band The Go-Betweens. “Everything about this

record and its preparation is so different to anything I’ve done before.”

The story goes like this: in July 2021, Forster

learned that his wife and musical collaborator of 32

years, Karin Baumler, had stage four ovarian cancer.

They both dropped everything – her work as an

early-childhood music educator, and his art and

writing – as she began urgent chemotherapy.

“I’d never been through [helping] anyone with a

cancer diagnosis,” said Forster, 65. “Those first
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weeks were very confronting; it was day-at-a-time

stuff.”

Later, secretly, he found that the songwriter’s brain

could not be switched off. Watching Baumler’s

strength in the face of her frightening diagnosis, he

put words to a piece of music that had been occupying him for months.

READ MORE:  Robert Forster profiled in Review, 2019: The flame still burns

A melody composed of two clipped phrases could fit between urgently strummed

guitar chords: “She’s a fighter / Fighting for good,” he sang, quietly at first. It was his

first two-line song. “I’ve just out-Ramoned The Ramones!” he thought to himself.

At their home in Brisbane, his wife overheard him playing it. She loved it, and that

song led to a nightly ritual of playing music together – Baumler on xylophone and

vocals – as it was the only time she forgot she had cancer.

Their children, Louis and Loretta, joined in, as did collaborators including former

Go-Betweens bassist Adele Pickvance.

Before Baumler went in for surgery, this group of family and friends sat in a circle

inside a recording studio to capture songs that had become lifelines.

Released on Friday, the album is titled The Candle and The Flame, and Forster has

filmed two acoustic performances exclusively for The Australian: Always, and

There’s A Reason To Live.
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Both were written before Baumler’s health crisis, from which she has recovered, but

the latter title has taken on a new meaning for the married couple and their

children, for whom sharing music together became a reason to live.

Recording with his family “was something I never expected”, said Forster. “99% of

bands and artists are operating on these cycles and rhythms – but then occasionally,

something comes along that just busts that cycle totally apart.”

How wonderful to have found joy together at such a trying time. “Yeah, it is,”

Forster replied, smiling. “I mean, the circumstances were dreadful – but still, you’re

doing it.”

He will carry his songs to audiences in Britain, Ireland, Germany and Austria next

month, and Australia in May, starting in Adelaide on May 12.
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